Assoc. in Arts, Fine and Performing Arts, Theatre - Dance (AA.FPA.THTR.DAN/ AA.FPA.DANCE)

This is a profile of the Assoc. in Arts, Fine and Performing Arts, Theatre - Dance (AA.FPA.THTR.DAN/ AA.FPA.DANCE) program as of Fall 2017. The purpose of this document is to highlight the program’s enrollment, demographics and outcomes. Enrollment information includes enrollment by attendance, enrollment by registration type, credits enrolled by attendance, and enrollment by gender and race/ethnicity. Outcomes information includes retention rates, graduation rates, degrees awarded by race/ethnicity and job growth projections for target occupations.

Enrollment by Registration Type

First-time = new to college
Transfer = new to Bergen (originally enrolled at different institution)
Stop-out/Readmit = not enrolled in previous semester
Continuing = enrolled in previous semester
Source: Colleague Student Information System

Enrollment by Attendance

Credits Enrolled by Attendance

Source: Colleague Student Information System

Enrollment by Gender & Race/Ethnicity, Fall 2017

"Other" category includes American Indian/Alaskan Natives, Hawaiian/Pacific Islanders, and students who reported two or more races.
Source: Colleague Student Information System
Next-Year Retention Rate, Fall 2016

Graduation and Transfer Rate, FTDS for 2014 Fall

Graduates by Race/Ethnicity

Top Transferred To Schools, FTDS for 2014 Fall

Source: Colleague Student Information System
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